
Solve these reasoning questions. Choose the challenge best for you.

Ratio Reasoning
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I can solve reasoning questions about ratio, calculating a missing amount.

A mother sheep is four times the weight of 
her lamb. If they weigh 55kg in total, how 
much does the mother weigh? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The ratio of a baby’s weight from birth to 
12 months of age is 2:5. If the baby was 5kg 
when he was born, what weight was he at 
12-months-old? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The ratio of three brothers’ weights are: 1:2:3. 
If the middle brother weighs 40kg, how 
much do the three brothers weigh together?

  
Mother sheep weighs                              . At 12 months he would be                     . They weigh                                in total.



Solve these reasoning questions. Choose the challenge best for you.

Ratio Reasoning
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I can solve reasoning questions about ratio, calculating a missing amount.

A bag of apples weighs half the weight of a 
bag of bananas. If the bag of apples weighs 
1kg, how much do both bags weigh together?

In a fruit smoothie, the ratio of strawberries 
to raspberries is 3:2. The total amount of 
strawberries and raspberries is 2kg. How 
many grams of strawberries are there?

In a fruit smoothie, the ratio of strawberries 
to raspberries to blackberries is 3:2:1. The total 
amount of strawberries and raspberries is 3kg.  
What is the total weight of the three fruits? 

  
Both bags weigh                                    . There are                      g of strawberries. The fruit weighs                          in total.



Solve these reasoning questions. Choose the challenge best for you.

Ratio Reasoning
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I can solve reasoning questions about ratio, calculating a missing amount.

In the art group, there are 28 children. The 
ratio of boys to girls is 1:3. How many of the 
group are boys and how many are girls? 

On a map I am using, the scale is 0.5cm for 
every 10km. In real life it is 300km from one 
town to another, how many cm would this 
be on the map?

In the art group, the ratio of boys to girls is 
5:3. There are four more boys than girls. How 
many children in total attend the art group 
and how many are boys? 

  
There are              boys and              girls. It would be                       cm on the map. There are           children and           are boys.
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A mother sheep is four times the weight of her lamb. If they weigh 
55kg in total, how much does the mother weigh?

Answer Mother sheep weighs 44kg.

The ratio of a baby’s weight from birth to 12 months of age is 2:5.  
If the baby was 5kg when he was born, what weight was he at 
12-months-old?

Answer At 12 months he would be 12.5kg.

The ratio of three brothers’ weights are: 1:2:3.  If the middle brother 
weighs 40kg, how much do the three brothers weigh together?

Answer They weigh 120kg in total.

In the art group, there are 28 children. The ratio of boys to girls 
is 1:3. How many of the group are boys and how many are girls?

Answer There are 7 boys and 21 girls.

On a map I am using, the scale is 0.5cm for every 10km. In real 
life it is 300km from one town to another, how many cm would 
this be on the map?

Answer It would be 15cm on the map.

In the art group, the ratio of boys to girls is 5:3. There are four 
more boys than girls. How many children in total attend the art 
group and how many are boys?

Answer There are 16 children and 10 are boys.

A bag of apples weighs half the weight of a bag of bananas. If the 
bag of apples weighs 1kg, how much do both bags weigh together?

Answer Both bags weigh 3kg.

In a fruit smoothie, the ratio of strawberries to raspberries is 3:2.  
The total amount of strawberries and raspberries is 2kg. How 
many grams of strawberries are there?

Answer There are 1200g of strawberries.

In a fruit smoothie, the ratio of strawberries to raspberries to 
blackberries is 3:2:1. The total amount of strawberries and 
raspberries is 3kg. What is the total weight of the three fruits?

Answer The fruit weighs 3600g in total.


